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MBLE Research Laboratory, 2, av. Van Beedaere B-1170, Brussels, Belgium 
The properties of convolutional codes and their automorphisms are thoroughly 
investigated. The structure of the automorphism group of a code is related to 
some easily obtained properties of a minimal encoder of the code. The class of 
eonvolutional operators i introduced and these operators are used to enumerate 
codes that are equivalent for use on a symmetric memoryless channel. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, a concept of automorphism was defined for convolutional codes, and 
a method was described to obtain the automorphism group Aut(C) of a con- 
volutional code C (Delsarte and Piret, 1978). It  was noted that Aut(C) can be 
either a finite or an infinite group, but no characterization was given for codes 
with infinite automorphism groups. In the present paper, two directions of 
research are investigated. In the first we obtain necessary conditions for Aut(C) 
to be an infinite group. In the second, we consider operators that do not neces- 
sarily preserve C but may transform it into an other "equivalent" convolutional 
code. These operators are called convolutional operators. 
In the sequel we first recall general properties of Aut(C) and introduce some 
notations. We then obtain a necessary condition for Aut(C) to be an infinite 
group. This condition depends on some properties of block codes deduced 
from C. Thereafter the systematic sliding groups are investigated. Their properties 
are used to obtain the general form of Aut(C), when C is a so-called ense code, 
with some restrictive conditions. Given the class of all dense codes C for which 
Aut(C) = H holds for some infinite group H, we let G(D) -~ ~i=0 Gi Di be a 
minimal encoder (Forney, 1970) of a code in this class. We show that for any 
such H, there is a maximal value of m for which this situation is possible. 
We then define convolutional operators and study their general properties, 
Operators that preserve automorphisms are investigated in greater detail. 
They are a useful tool for the enumeration of all "nonequivalent" codes that 
admit given automorphisms. Their computation is illustrated by examples. 
The work that is reported here may be viewed as an extension to convolutional 
codes of the two following questions about block codes: 
(a) What can be said about the automorphism group of a block code 
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specified by its generator matrix when one does not want to compute it com- 
pletely ? 
(b) What are the permutations of coordinates that preserve some proper- 
ties of a black code ? 
The second of these problems was considered by Delsarte (1970) in the case 
of Abelian block codes. 
2. GENERAL ~ACKGROUND 
We first recall some properties and concepts related to convolutional codes and 
their automorphisms (Delsarte and Piret, 1978; Piret, 1976). 
Given a finite set V, with a distinguished element 0, called zero, we denote by 
V(D), the set of Laurent series over V: 
If some vi of a given v(D) are nonzero, the smallest i for which vi is nonzero is 
called the delay of v(D). In the sequel, V will be, for example, a finite field F or 
the set/;,n of row n-tuples over F. Ovbiously F(D) has the structure of a field. 
An (n, k) convolutional code C over F is then an F(D)-subspace of Fn(D) that 
admits as a basis a set of k polynomials overF ~. This basis is representable by the 
q~ 
rows of a k × n polynomial matrix G(D) ~ ~=o Gi D~ where all G~ are F- 
matrices. Thej th  row (1 ~ j ~ k) of G(D) is denoted byg~(D); it is a polynomial 
overF ~ and its degree is denoted by m s . We suppose in the sequel that G(D) is a 
minimal encoder (Forney, 1970), which means that M[G(D)] ~ Y~=I mj is 
minimal in the class of all polynomial encoders that generate C. This minimal 
value is denoted by/~(C). We also suppose that G(D) is ordered, which means 
that mj ~ m~.+l holds for j ~ k - -  1. It is known that all minimal encoders of a 
given code C have the same set of mj; the largest of these m s is called the span 
of C. When span(C) is ~1,  C is called a proper convolutional code. We shall 
also denote by E[G(D)] and Eo[G(D)], respectively, the F(D) row space and the F 
row space of G(D). 
Now let K be the monomial group over F ~ and let 1 be the identity of K. 
K is representable by the set of all n × n matrices over F with one and only one 
nonzero component in each row and in each column. The action of x 0 e K on 
v ~F n is then represented by right multiplication: 
Xo: F n -->-Fn: V ~ VX o . 
From K, we define K z as the set of all mappings 
x: 77 ~ K: i ~-~ x ~) 
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and we let K z act on F~(D) by the rule 
v(D)x = ~ vix(i)Di; v i eF  ~, (1) 
where r is the delay of v(D). 
Given a convolutional code C, x ~ K Z is then called an automorphism of C it 
it satisfies 
v(D) ~ C ~ v(D)x e C 
and the set of all automorphisms x of C is a group, denoted by Aut(C), with the 
multiplication 
(xy) (i) ~- x(i)y(i); x, yeAut (C) ,  i eZ .  
An action similar to (1) can also be defined for any x = (xC°),..., x (~) ..... x ('~)) 
K~+a; on any polynomial ~(D) m i = ~2i=o riD of degree m overFn: 
v(D)x ~ ~ vix( i )D i. 
i=O 
~m e "~i Now let G(D) = 2Ji=0 i/3 be a minimal encoder of C = E[G(D)]. We quote 
the following result from a preceding paper (cf. Delsarte and Piret, 1978). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let m be the span of C. Any x E K ~ is in Aut(C) if and only if 
v~Di ~ C -~ ~ vix(i+r)Di ~ C 
i=0  i=0  
holds for all r ~ Y_. 
From this result it was shown that Aut(C) can be characterized by the largest 
subset Z" of K "~+1 with the following properties: 
(a) Any x = (x (°~ ..... x(1),..., x (~)) ~ 2 satisfies 
• v~D i e C ~ ~ v~x~i)D ~ ~ C. 
i=0  i~0  
(b) For all x ~ 2J, there exists y and z in 27 such that 
xCi) = y(i-1), x (i-1) = z(i); I ~ i <~ m, 
holds. 
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This largest subset 2: of K m+i is in fact a group and any subgroup Z of K "+t 
that satisfies condition (b), is called a sliding subgroup of K m+l. From 27, we 
constructed a directed graph/"(27), the vertices of which are the elements of K m 
forming the first (or last) m components of an element of 27. Its arcs are elements 
of K:  an arc labeled by x (°) E K is directed from the vertex (x (°), xll),... ~ x (m-l)) 
to all vertices whose labels are (x(i),..., x (~-i), x (m)) for any x (m) e K. An eternal 
walk x - -  (xli) l i  E Z) in /"(27) is by definition a doubly infinite sequence of 
consecutive arcs in/"(Z). The group Aut(C) is then nothing but the set f2(27) of 
all eternal walks in/"(27). /~(27) is a regular graph: both the in-degree and the 
out-degree of all its vertices are equal to a constant u(27), also denoted by u. For 
any subset I of the set {0, 1 .... , i,..., m} let us denote by 27(1) the set of s e 27 for 
which s (i) = ~ holds for all i e I. It turns out that 
u(z )  = Ix (0 ,  1,..., m - 1)1 = I z (1 ,  2,... ,  m)l 
holds and that Aut(C) = f2(27) is a finite group if and only if u(27) is 1. 
The action of K z on Fn(D) was defined above (1). We now also consider 
D r (r e 7/), as an operator onFn(D):  
Dr: Fn(D) ~ Fn(D): v(D) ~ v(D) Dr; r e -L  
The operator D~'x is then the composition of both operators D r and x, and x :°" 
is defined by 
x D~ = D-rxDr;  r E Z, x ~ K z~. 
I t  follows that x D* is nothing but the element y of K z that satisfies y(O ~ x(i-r~, 
all i~g .  
For any subgroup H of K z we then define H D by H D = {x D i x ~ H}. I f  
H = H D holds, H will be called a D-normal group, and it is known that the 
automorphism group of a convolutional code is D-normal. 
For such a D-normal group H, let A be the group algebra FH,  and A(D) be 
its Laurent extension. Let us now define a multiplication in A(D)  by 
j i , j  
where, given b = ~H xb(x), (b(x) eF),  b D-~ : ~H xD-~b(x) holds. This 
multiplication is associative so that A(D)  has the structure of a linear associative 
algebra overF. We let it act onF~(D) by the ru!e 
v(D) a(D) = ~ (via ~D-') D~+J; v(D) ~Fn(D),  a(D) ~ A(D), 
id  
where, given a = ~x~ xa(x) ~ A and v e F ~, va = ~H vxa(x) holds. The set 
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F~(D) is so endowed with the structure of right module over A(D) (Curtis and 
Reiner, 1962). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given a D-normal subgroup H of K ~, the convolutional 
code C is called an H-code if H C Aut(C) holds. 
As was shown earlier (Delsartc and Piret, 1978), C is a convolutional H-code 
if and only if it is an A(D)-submodule of Fn(D) that is generated by finite length 
sequences. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a subgroup H of K ~, a nonzero sequence v(D) = 
cO i ~i=0 riD °fFn(D) is called H-normal if it satisfies 
Voa =0 ~v(D)a  =0;  all aeFH.  
H-normal sequences were shown (Delsarte and Piret, 1978) to be canonical 
generators for H-codes: roughly, the enumeration of convolutional H-codes is 
nothing but the enumeration ofall finite sets of polynomial H-normal sequences. 
cO 
Now let 0 = (vi(D))i= obe an infinite suite of elements in Fn(D). By suite we 
mean a countable "set" in which the elements may appear more than once. The 
F(D) vector space E[O] generated by 0 is defined as the set of sequences 
w(D) = ~ ai(D) vi(D), ai(D) ~ F(D), 
i 
such that the number of nonzero ai(D) is finite. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The suite 0 is a progressive suite if for any A e Z, the 
number of nonzero sequences vi(D) ~ 0 whose delay is ~ A, is finite. 
co 
THEOREM 2.5. I f  0 is a progressive suite the well-defined sum ~i=o vi(D) is 
in 8[0]. 
Now let ~ be a subset of Fn(D) and define C(~) as the set of all sums 
w(D) ~- ~ a,vi(D), ai eF, vi(D) ~ ~, 
co 
for which (vi(D))i= o is a progressive suite. Clearly C(~) is an F-subspace of 
Fn(D). 
THEOREM 2.6. The F-space C(~) is anF(D)-spaee if and only if C(~)D = C(~) 
holds. 
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We omit the proofs that can be found elsewhere (Delsarte and Piret, 1978; 
Piret, 1976). 
We will use L~(C) (cf. Section 8) to denote the polynomials v(D) of C having 
degree ~m.  
3. INFINITE AUTOMORPHISM GRouPs: A NECESSARY CONDITION 
For any linear (n, k) block code B over F, let Aut(B) be the largest subgroup 
of K that preserves B: B Aut(B) ~ B. Since Aut(B) preserves B, there is an 
homomorphic mapping from Aut(B) to a pure permutation group P of degree 
IF  [k that acts on the words of B. The kernel a(B) of this homomorphism is
the set of elements of Aut(B) that preserve all words of B. It is well known that 
when IF I is ~3, the criterion for a(B) to be reduced to {~} is that no two coor- 
dinates of B are equal up to a multiplicative constant of F. I f  IF  [ is 2, this 
criterion is that no two coordinates of B are equal. In the sequel we shall call 
F-repeated any block code B for which a(B) is not restricted to 1. 
We now use these comments to obtain a necessary condition for the auto- 
morphism group Aut(C) of a convolutional code C to be an infinite group. We 
shall first suppose that all degrees rn~ (1 ~ j ~ k) in the minimal encoders of C, 
are equal (mj = m, all j). Any minimal encoder G(D) = ~=o Gi Di of C has 
thus to satisfy 
rank(Go) = rank(G,~) = k. 
To such a G(D) we associate three block codes denoted by B ÷, B-, and B, 
respectively. B + and B-  are the F row spaces of the matrices G + and G + 
G + = G2 , G-  = G1 , 
-1 
and B is the smallest linear block code that contains both B + and B-.  I f  m = 0 
holds, B + and B-  only contain the zero n-tuple. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be the F(D) row space of G(D) (m~ = m, all j). I f  Aut(C) 
is an infinite group then both bl ck codes B + and B- deduced from G(D) are 17- 
repeated~ 
Proof. For m = 0, the theorem is empty. Suppose that m ~ 1 and let 27 be 
the sliding subgroup of K "~+1 that is associated to Aut(C). Aut(C) is an infinite 
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group (cf. Delsarte and Piret, 1978) if and only if 2J contains at least one 
element such as 
sl = (~m, hi), hi 4- 4. 
Since 27 is a sliding group, it also contains for all j ~< m, an element such as 
sj = (~- j+l ,  hi ,-.., hi); hi :#~. 
Since m is the smallest degree of all nonzero polynomials in the code, any row 
g(D) of G(D) is Aut(C)-normal. This leads to 
g(D)(s~ --  ~'~+1) = 0; 1 ~< j ~< m, 
which implies 
g~-J+lhi =gm-j+l ;  1 ~<j ~ m. 
We see that h i leaves invariant any row of G + and thus also any word of B +. 
Therefore hi :# ~ implies that B + is F-repeated. A similar proof holds for B-. ! 
This theorem uses an indirect knowledge about Aut(C): we do not know what 
Aut(C) is, but we know a set of sequences that have to be Aut(C)-normal, 
independently of what Aut(C) actually is. 
As an example of an application, we consider the (9, 2) binary code C 1 
generated by 
0 14-D I@D 1 D I@D 1 I -~D D . 
GI (D)= 14-D 0 I ÷ D 14- D 1 D D 1 I ÷ D (2) 
Since both block codes B + and B-  derived from GI(D ) are F-repeated, Aut(C1) 
may be an infinite group. As it was shown earlier (Delsarte and Piret, 1978) it 
is indeed an infinite group. 
We can reinforce Theorem 3.1 by using a result of Delsarte and Piret. There- 
fore let Aut(B-) and Aut(B +) be the subgroups Of K that preserve the F-spaces 
B -  and B +, respectively, and define the subgroups S+ and S-  of K by 
S + = a(B +) c~ Aut(B-), 
s -  = ~(B-) n Aut(B+). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let C be as in Theorem 3.1 and m be >~ 1. I f  at least one 
of the groups S + and S-  is restricted to {~}, Aut(C) is a finite group. 
Proof. The element hi of K that is in cr(B +) (cf. the preceding proof) is also 
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in Aut(B-) by Theorem 3.5 of Delsarte and Piret (1978). Therefore if S + is 
restricted to {~}, h 1 ~ ~ must hold so that Aut(C) is a finite group. A similar 
proof holds for S-.  | 
As an example of an application, consider the binary (6, 2) code C~ generated by 
Ga(D) = I 1 + D D 1 1 + D 1 D , 
1 I+D D D I+D 1 (3) 
the coordinates of which are labeled from 0 to 5. Bot groups a(B +) and a(B-) 
have order 8. For example, a(B-) is generated by the three permutations (0, 4), 
(1,5) and (2, 3). On the basis of Theorem 3.1, Aut(C) may thus be an infinite 
group. However, the intersection S -  of a(B-) with Aut(B +) is restricted to {4}. 
Therefore Aut(C2) has to be a finite group. We check that ] Aut(C2) ] = 6 holds. 
4. SYSTEMATIC SLIDING GROUPS 
As was recalled in Section 2, a sliding subgroup Z of K ~÷l can be associated 
to the automorphism group of a convolutional code of span m. In this section, 
we investigate the properties of a special class of sliding groups that will be used 
in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The sliding subgroup Z of K "~+1 is called systematic if 
~,n+l is the only element s of Z, that satisfies ~o = ~ for at least one i (0 ~ i ~ m). 
THEOREM 4.2. For any systematic sliding subgroup Z of K ~+1, the mapping 
zr(j): Z ' -+ Z'(J): s t--+ s ~(j) : s (n (0 ~ j ~ m) 
is a group isomorphism. Here Z cn stands for {s In ] s E X}. 
Proof. Since 27 is a sliding set, all sets Z (~) (0 ~ j ~ m) are identical. Let us 
show that 7r(j) is one-to-one. I f  sl and s~ ~ z satisfy s~ j~ = s~ j) for some j, 
s;ls~ _~ ~m+l holds, since Z is systematic, so that one has 
[Zt -- ]Z~J)/, O~j~m.  
Since obviously 
(sls~F ~) = s~)s~)  
also holds, the last two equations both imply that 7r(j) is a group isomorphism. 
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From the isomorphisms ~r(j) we define the mappings/3id by 
fii,j = (~(i))-~(j).  
These fii,j are made more explicit if one writes 
/3i,~.: E(o) -+ Elm: s li) ~-~ s(J); s e Z. (4) 
They are permutations of 27(o), and since the 7r(j) are isomorphisms, the fli,~" are 
automorphisms of Z(°): 
fli,J ~ Aut(Zml). 
Now let % be rio,l: %: xlm ~-+ (x(m) % 
THEOREM 4.3. The automorphisms flid , (4), that are associated to a systematic 
sliding subgroup X of K m+l satisfy fiiz = ~o -i (0 ~ i , j  <~ m). 
Proof. By the sliding property of 27, /3~.~+~ = % holds for all i (0 ~ i 
m -- 1). For j > / i  + 1, one has /3i. j =/3i.i+1/3i+1,i+2 '"/3~._~d, so that fll,J = 
~-i holds. Since/3j. i is nothing but (/3<~) -1, the last equality also holds for j  ~ i. | % 
Consider then the graph /'(27) that is associated to the systematic sliding 
group 27. Obviously u(27) = 1 holds, and we see that if h, ,  h2 ~ Z (°~ are labels 
for two consecutive arcs of F(2:) (cf. Section 2), h 2 is given by h~0. As a direet 
consequence, we have the last theorem of this section. 
Let 27 be any systematic sliding subgroup of K ~+~. Then any THEOREM 4.4. 
x E ~2(Z) satisfies 
x (i) = (xIm)~0 ~ ; i ~ 7/ 
where % is a fixed automorphism of the group Z (°1. 
5. AUTOMORPHISMS OF DENSE CODES 
We obtain in this section a rather explicit form for some finite automorphism 
groups of convolutional codes. The results of Section 4 are useful for obtaining it. 
DEFINITION 5.1. An (n, k) convolutional code C over F is called dense if any 
minimal encoder G(D) = ~i=0 GJ Dj of C satisfies 
rank(Gj) = k; 0 ~ j ~ m. 
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As in Section 3 we now associate two block codes B + and B-  with the minimaI 
encoder G(D) of C. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let C be a dense code and let G(D) be any of its minimal 
encoders. I f at least one of the block codes B + and B-  is not F-reprated the sliding 
subgroup 27 of K ~+l, which is associated to Aut(C), is systematic. 
Proof. Suppose for example that B + is not F-repeated. Then choose s e Z 
such that s") = ~ holds for i ~< m- -  1, and denote s (~+l) by h. Since X is a 
sliding group, there exists for all j (0 ~< j ~< m -- l) an element sj a 27 that 
satisfies 
s~ ) : 4, sJ j+l) : h. 
9n 
We first prove that h has to be 4. Therefore choose any nonzero v(D) = Y~j=0 vJ Di 
in Eo[G(D)]. Since all F-matrices G, (0 <~ j <~ m) have rank k, v(D) is the only 
sequence in Eo[G(D)] with vj as coefficient of DJ, which leads to 
v(D) sj = v(D); all j, all v(D) e Eo[G(D)]. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, this implies that all vectors of B + are left 
invariant by h; since by hypothesis B + is not F-repeated, h has indeed to be 4. 
Now suppose that s (j-i) is not ~ (1 ~< j ~ m -- 1). Then, because X is a sliding 
set, it contains the element (sO-i), ~m), since all "successors" of ~ in 27 were just 
shown to be also I. But I also contains ~+l ,  so that [ 27(1 ..... m)i should be >/2. 
Aut(C) should then be an infinite group (cf. Section 2) and this is impossible by 
Theorem 3.1. Therefore ~m+l is the only element of 27 that contains 4, so that Z' 
is systematic. | 
It is then an easy matter to use Theorem 4.4 together with the property of 
Aut(C) to be nothing but D(27) (cf. Section 2) to obtain the form of the auto- 
morphism group of dense codes such that at least B + or B -  is not F-repeated. 
THEOREM 5.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 there exists an automor- 
phism a o of (Aut(C)) (°) = {x I°) [ x e Aut(C)} that satisfies 
xlO = (xlO))%'; i e 2[, all x e Aut(C). 
Consider for example the code C 8 generated by 
] 1 -+-D+D 2 D 2 1 +D 1 +D+D 2 1 +D D 2 
G3(D) I I+D I+D+D 2 D 2 D 2 I + D + D 2 I + D 
It is a dense code for which B + is not F-repeated. We now check that Aut(Cs) 
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has the form prescribed by Theorem 5.3. Let us index the coordinates of C 3 
from 0 up to 5. (Aut(C~)) (°) is a permutation group of order 6 generated by 
~: = (0, 1, 2)(3, 4, 5), ~7 = (0, 3)(1, 5)(2, 4) 
and the automorphism % associated to Aut(Cz) (el. Theorem 5.3) is the identity 
~0 = ~, ~o = V- 
6. A CONNECTION BETWEEN Aut(C) AND THE SPAN OF C 
We shall now obtain restrictions on the span of a dense code C for which 
Aut(C) is an infinite group. We restrict our investigations to dense codes. 
Let C be such an (n, k) dense code generated by G(D) ~ i = ~i=o GiD (rank Gi = 
h, 0 <~ i <~ m), and associate as above the block codes B + and B-  to the convolu- 
tional code C. A first and obvious way to obtain a proper convolutional code with 
an infinite automorphism group is to choose a matrix G(D) that has at least one 
of its columns equal to another one, up to a nonzero multiplicative constant ofF. 
In  this case, B = B+ + B-  is obviously an F-repeated block code: a(B) is not 
restricted to {~} (1 a(B)I /> 2) and 246 ~ [~(B)] z is an infinite subgroup of K ~ 
that satisfies NC C Aut(C). 
In the sequel, we do not consider these somewhat degenerate codes and we ask 
that B be not anF-repeated block code. In particular this also precludes improper 
convolutional codes, for which B is restricted to the zero n-tuple. 
Convolutional codes for which B is not F-repeated will be called projective 
convolutional codes. However, when we ask that Aut(C) be an infinite group, 
both B + and B-  still have to be F-repeated (cf. Theorem 3.1). A good example 
of a projective code for which both B + and B-  (but not B) are F-repeated is 
E[GI(D)] , where GI(D ) is given by (2). 
Let X be a sliding subgroup of K ~+1 such that u(X) is ) 2 and let H be U2(Z). 
We shall now connect he span m of a code C for which H = Aut(C) holds, to 
the length of certain normal series in subgroups of H ~°). 
We recall (el. Curtis and Reiner, 1966, p. 14) that a normal series of length r 
in any group H~ is a sequence of groups H i (i -~ r, r -- 1 .... ,1, 0) such that, for 
all i ~< r --  1, H i is a normal subgroup of Hi+l: Hi+l ~ Hi ,  and H 0 is {4}. 
Let us now consider the elements of 27. In general if si = (~i, ho ' hi .... , h~_i) 
is in X, there does not necessarily exist in 27 an element such as si+ 1 = (~i+l, 
h0 ..... h~-i-1). The "predecessors" of si in 27 are of the type s*+l = (h_l, ~i, 
ho, hi .... , hm-t) and there may exist no such predecessor with h-1 = ~]. However, 
when C is a dense code, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let C be a dense projective convolutional code of span m, generated 
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by G(D) = E,~=~ G~D ~, and let 27 be the sliding subgroup of K '~+~ associated to 
H = Aut(C). Then we have 
si ~ X ~ si+l ~ X, 1 <~ i <~ m. 
Proof. Since C is a dense code, there exists at most one polynomial v(D) = 
22 ~ =o vjD~ ~ C, with a prescribed coefficient vi of D * (0 ~ i ~< m). It follows that 
any s E Z'with s ~) = ~ for some i has to satisfy v(D)s =- v(D) for all polynomials 
v(D) of degree m in C. Now consider the (m - -  i + 2) elements ~+~- of K ~+x, 
given by 
si+ ~ ~- (I t+j, ho ' hi ,..., hm_i_~ ) (0 ~ j ~ m --  i -~- 1). (5) 
By hypothesis i is in 27, and s~+l = ]m+l is 11180 in 27. But by the first remarks 
of this proof, any "predecessor" of si in 27, such as s*+j = (h_¢ ,..., h_l ,  ~i, 
ho ..... h,~_i-j), has to satisfy 
v(D) e Eo[G(D)] ~ v(D)s*+j = v(D), 
which obviously leads to 
v(D) e Eo[G(D)] ~ v(D) si+ j = v(D), 
where si+j is given by (5). We have so obtained a sliding set of si+j, from ~m+l 
to si, that preserves (and even stabilizes elementwise) Eo[G(D)]. Since both si 
and ~+1 are in X, all these si+j are in 27 by condition (a) and (b) following 
Theorem 2.1. | 
LEMMA 6.2. I fC  is a dense projective code of span m, [ X(0, 1,..., i)l = [u(N)] ~-i  
holds for all i: 0 ~< i ~< m. 
Proof. This property holds for i = m, and i = m --  1. We show that any 
time it holds for some i >/ 1, it also holds for i - -  1. Any si+1~27(0, 1.... , i )  
has u(27) successors in X(0, 1,..., i --  1). Therefore we have 
127(o, 1 ..... i - 1)1 ~> [U(27)] m-i+1. (6) 
The strict inequality in (6) implies the existence in Z of elements i+l = (h- l ,  
t, ho ,..., h~-i-1) such that s°+l = (4 i+1, ho ,..-, h~-i-1) should not be in 27. This 
is impossible: by the sliding property, 27 contains si ° = (ii, ho ,..., hm_i), which 
leads by Lemma 6.1 to s°+l ~ 27. | 
THEOREM 6.3. Let C be a projective dense code of span m/> 1 generated by 
the minimal encoder G(D) = ~o GJ Dj and let Z be the sliding subgroup of K *n+l 
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that is associated to H = Aut(C). Then for all i >~ O, no two different elements s 1 
and s 2 of I (0,  1 ..... i) satisfy sl ~) = s~ ). 
Pro@ Suppose that s[ m) = s~ m) holds. Then s = s i s2  -1 satisfies (°) =s  (~) =-~. 
Let us show that in this case s has to be ~+1. Let j be any integer for which 
s(J) =/= ~ should hold. Since s (°) is ~, s(~) must leave invariant all words of E0[G~] 
for r >/j, (cf. the proof of Lemma 6.1). Since s (~) is also ~, the same property also 
holds for r ~< j. This means that sO) leaves invariant all words of B = B + + B-. 
I f  s(~) is not "1, B has to beF-repeated, which is a contradiction. | 
From Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.3, it follows that for all i, (X(O, 1 .... , i)) ~m) 
is a subgroup of order [u(/)] m-i of H (°). By the sliding property, (27(0, 1, 2,..., i)) °') 
is then, for j />  i, a subgroup of order [u(X)] J-i of H I°). We shall denote this 
last group by ~'-i since it depends only on the dufferencej --  i. 
THEOREM 6.4. For all r ~ m, the group ~-1 is a normal subgroup of index 
u(27), of the group ~Tr . Moreover, ~lm is a normal subgroup of H<°L 
Proof. For any s ~ X, sX(O, 1,..., m -- r) = 27(0, 1,..., m -- r)s obviously holds 
for all r. By choosing s in 27(0, 1,..., m -- r -- 1) we easily prove the first part of 
the theorem, and by choosing s ~ 27 and r =- m, we prove the second part. | 
As a direct consequence, we now state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let ~(o) be a subgroup of K and let ~1 be any normal subgroup 
of ~(o). Define m(~) as the largest integer 1 for which there exists a normal series 
such that for all j, the index [~7~+1 :~'] is a constant, and let m be the maximum of 
m(~) for all normal subgroups ~ of ~tol.  In this case, no projective dense code C of 
span ~> m + 1 can have an infinite automorphism group Aut(C) that satisfies 
(Aut(C))(0) C W(o). 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the necessary conditions given by 
Theorem 6.4. | 
7. DEFINITION OF CONVOLUTIONAL OPERATORS 
Again let B be an (n, h) linear block code over the fieldF. For any~ E K, B~ is 
defined by 
B4, = {v~ l v ~ B}. 
Such a ~ is a vector space isomorphism that, moreover, preserves the Hamming 
643]38/2-7 
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distance between any pair of vectors in F n. B and Be will be called isomorphic 
block codes, and for use on a totally symmetric hannel, both perform equally. 
Therefore any search for good block codes can be restricted to nonisomorphic 
codes. Now let Aut(B) be as in Section 3. FromB Aut(B) = B, and Be Aut(B¢) ----= 
Be we obtain 
Aut(B¢) = Aut(B)¢. (7) 
When convolutional codes are considered, a similar definition is somewhat more 
delicate. Let indeed ¢ = {¢(~ [ i ~ 77, ¢~o E K} be any element of K Z and from 
the convolutional code C, define C4 as 
c¢  = I e C}. 
We remark that C~ is not necessarily an F(D)-subspace of Fn(D). This leads us 
to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 7.1. The element ¢ ~ K ~ is a convolutional operator for the 
eonvolutional code C if C¢. is also a convolutional code. In this case C¢ is said 
to be KZ-equivalent to C. 
8. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CONVOLUTIONAL OPERATORS 
We are now in position to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. Any ¢ e K ~ is a convolutional operator for C, if and only if 
¢D-1¢ -1 e Aut(C) holds. 
Proof. First we note that C¢ is an F-space that contains any sum ~i=o 
w,(D)(wi(D ) E C¢) such that the we(D) area progressive suite (cf. Definition 2.4). 
Therefore by Theorem 2.6, it is an F(D)-space if and only if CCD = C¢ holds. 
By use of C = CD, this is equivalent to 
CDCD-I¢ -1 = C, (8) 
so that ¢D-~¢ -1 E Aut(C) is equivalent to the property of C¢ to be an F(D)-space. 
We now show that if C¢ is an F(D)-space (i.e., if (8) holds), then it is generated 
by polynomial sequences. For any w(D) e C¢ we write v(D) = w(D)¢ -1 ~ C as 
v(D) -= ~ vi(D)D*; vi(D ) ~L~(C), 
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where m is the (finite span of C. Since wi(D ) = vi(D ) D~¢D -~ is in C¢ it is in 
L,~(C¢), which leads to 
w(D) = i wi(D)Di; w,(D) eL~(C¢). 
i=r 
This means that by use of Theorem 2.5, any w(D) e C¢ is also in E[L~(C¢)]: 
c¢ c E[L~(C¢)]. 
But obviously, the F(D)-space C¢ contains E[L~(C¢)]. Therefore C¢ 
E[L,~(C¢)] holds, which means that C¢ is generated by polynomial sequences. | 
Now suppose that ~ is actually aconvolutional operator for C so that 
x ~-- DeD-I~ -1 (9) 
is an element of Aut(C). The following relation clearly holds: 
6 (i+1) ~ x(i)$(i); all i e Z, 
so that for any r >/ 1 and any i ~ Z one has 
¢"+~ = x"+,-1)x,+~-~).., x(i)¢,). (10) 
For i =- 0 and for i = - - r  we then obtain 
~(r)  _~. X( r -1)X(r -Z)  . . .  x(O)~(O), 
(11) 
¢c-~) = (x( ~)) l (x(-~+l,) -~ ... (~(~,)-1¢(0), 
respectively. It follows that any convolutional operator for C can be written as 
¢ = ¢(¢% ~), (12) 
where ~(o) is any element of K and x is any element of Aut(C). The corresponding 
¢(r) E K (r ~ ~) are then given by (11). We shall call general convolutional operators 
all operators given by (12). As a further emark we note that (7) becomes 
Aut(C¢) = ¢-1 Aut(C)¢ (13) 
when convolutional codes are considered. 
Now let H = H D be a D-normal subgroup of Aut(C) and let ¢ be given by (12). 
It is clear from (13) that H * = ¢-1H¢ is a subgroup of Aut(C¢), The problem 
now is to obtain conditions uch that H ¢ is also D-normal: H ~D -= H e. 
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:THroREM 8.2. The subgroup H ~ of Aut(C¢) obtained from the subgroup 
H ~- H ° of Aut(C), is D-normal if and only if the element x E Aut(C) that 
appears in (12) is in the normalizer of H in Aut(C): 
xeN~.t¢c)(H). 
Proof. From H ~- H D, the condition H CD -~- H ~ is equivalent to the condi- 
tion H DoD-I¢-~ ~ H, or by use of (9), to H ~ ~ H. | 
We now relate the minimal encoders of C¢ to the minimal encoders of C. 
: THEOREM 8.3. For any integer m, the F-dimensions ofLm(C) andLm(C¢) are 
equal. ~ i  
Proof. For any v(D) ~L,~(C), v(D)¢ is zero if and only if v(D) is zero. The 
F-space homomorphism ¢ of L,~(C) is thus an isomorphism. | 
THEOREM 8.4. Let g~(D) be the ith row of the k × n minimal encoder G(D) of 
the code C and let ¢ be a convolutional operator for C. Then the k × n encoder 
G*(D), whose ith row is griD)C, is a minimal encoder for C¢. 
Proof. Obviously C ~_ E[G*(D)] holds, so that the F(D)-dimension of C¢, 
denoted by k~, is ~k. Now remark that ¢-t is a eonvolutional Operator for c6 .  
We can thus reverse the last argument to show that k is ~ k , .  Therefore one has 
k = k , ,  and since G¢(D) contains k independent rows it generates C~b as F(D)- 
space. 
Let us now show that G~(D) is minimal. If it is not minimal, let G(D) be a 
minimal encoder for C~, with ffi(D) as ith row, and let G~-I(D) be the k x n 
encoder with ~i(D) ~5 -1 as ith row. From the first part of the proof, it •follows that 
(~-I(D) generates C as F(D) row space. However, the sum M of the degrees of 
its rows satisfies 
M = ~(C¢) < ~(C), 
which is impossible. Therefore Ge°(D) is minimal. | 
As the last result of this section we briefly mention a corollary on the structure 
of KZ-equivalent codes. Its proof is easy when one has in mind the results Of 
Delsarte and Piret (1978), and it will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 8.5. Let g(D) be an H-normal sequence (H ~- H D) that generates 
C = g(D) A(D) as an irreducible A(D)-module (A ~ FH), and let ¢ be acon- 
volutional operator for C that satisfies DCD-I¢ -1 ~ NAut(c)(H ). Then g(D)¢ is an 
H¢-normal sequence that generates C¢ as an irreducible A¢(D)-module (A¢ ~- FH~): 
More generally let C be the direct sum ~ir=lgi(D)A(D) of the irreducible 
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A(D)-modules Ci = gi(D)A(D) generated by the H-normal sequences gi(D). 
I f  DCD-Z¢ -1 is in NAut(c)(H), then C¢ is the direct sum ~i~=1 (gi(D)(~) A'~(D), 
where g i( D )¢ is H *-normal and generates the irreducible A ¢( D )-module Ci¢. 
9. OPERATORS THAT PRESERVE AUTOMORPHISMS 
We have obtained above (Eq. (11)), a general expression of convolutionai 
operators. We shall now consider operators with additional properties. 
DEFINITION 9.1. 
operator for C if 
The convolutional operator ¢ for C is called a faithful 
(Aut(C~)) (°) = (Aut(C)) (°) (14) 
holds. It is called a very faithful operator for C if 
Aut(C¢) = Aut(C) (15) 
holds. 
Since Aut(C) is  a D-normal group, we obtain from (11) and (13) that (14)is 
equivalent o 
(¢(o')-l(Aut(C))(o)¢(o) = (Aut(C)) (°), 
which means 
4(o) ~ Nx[(Aut(C))'°)]. (16) 
As for (15), it is equivalent to ¢-1 Aut(C)¢ = Aut(C), which means 
~ NKz[Aut(C)]. (17) 
From a constructive point of view, we wish (for example) to enumerate all 
KZ-equivalent H-odes C (cf. Section 2). From some H-code CH we may also 
try to enumerate all codes C for which H (°) _C (Aut(C))(0) holds that are K z- 
equivalent o CH. In neither case are we interested in the full automorphism 
group of the codes. 
In the first case, any convolutional operator ¢ of C that satisfies CCH = C~, 
or equivalently, 
cg~ -1 _~ Aut(C), (IS) 
will do the job. In the second case ¢ has only to satisfy 
¢(OH(O)(¢(i))-z _C (Aut(C))(% all i ~ Z. (19) 
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The complete solution of (18) and (19) requires previous knowledge of the full 
groups Aut(C) and (Aut(C)) (°) that we may be unaware of, when we only wish 
to enumerate H-codes. Therefore, for practical use, (18) will be replaced by 
d?H¢~ -1 -~ H, which means 
¢ e Nfcz(H), (20) 
and (19) will be replaced by ¢(i)H(°)(¢(i))-1 = H (°~, all i ~ Z, which means 
¢¢o E NK(H¢°)), all i ~ Z. (21) 
Moreover, all x to be used in the construction of ¢, (12), to obtain C¢ from 
C ~ CH,  will be chosen in the prescribed H rather than in the full group 
Aut(C). These restrictions have two important consequences. First, we easily 
obtain from (11) that (21) holds for all i ~Z as soon as it holds for i = 0. Second, 
any x ~ H obviously is in Ngut(c)(H). Therefore by Theorem 8.2, the subgroup 
H ¢c¢(°~'~ of Aut(C~) satisfies H CD ~ H ¢, so that Corollary 8.5 is applicable. 
It should be clear that by doing so, we may omit enumerating some operators ¢ 
that could preserve the required property for C. However the method escribed 
has the advantage of needing little computation time, and moreover, in many 
cases of interest, the chosen H can be checked tO be the complete Aut(C). 
In this case, the solutions ¢ of (20) or (21) are completely general. 
The operators ¢ that are obtained in the manner just described will be called 
very faithful (20) and faithful (21) H-operators of the H-code C. 
On the basis of these comments we now describe a method of obtaining all 
¢ e K z for which, given H = H D, we have either 
DCD- I¢  -z = x ~ H, (22a) 
¢ e NKz(H ) (22b) 
or 
DCD-Z¢ -1 = x ~ 1t, 
(23) 
¢co~  NK(H¢O~). 
The solution to (23) is easy. To any pair (¢(0), x), (¢¢0) ~ NK(H¢O)), x e H), there 
is associated one solution 6 = ¢(~¢0), x), and any solution of (23) is of this type. 
The  solution to (22) is more complex, however. We shall consider only the case 
where H is an a-constant subgroup of K Z. This means that there exists an 
a ~ K z that satisfies a = ao z with ~o ~ NK(HC°)), and for which 
(~-~a)D = x (24) 
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holds for all x ~ H(melsarte and Piret, 1978). By introducing (24) in the solution 
(11) of (22, a) we then obtain 
~(~) ---- %~(x(°)%)r¢ (°), all r ~ Z. 
We now consider the relation (22, b): 
THEOREM 9.2. Let H be an a-constant subgroup of K Z. Then ¢ ~ K z is in 
NKz(H) if and only if one has 
(a) ¢~°) ~ N~(H~O~), 
(b) ¢(i) = c~i¢(°)~oi% i, i :~ O, where wi is any element of the centralizer 
Cx(H (°)) of H (°) in K. 
Proof. I f  both conditions are satisfied one has 
(¢x¢-1) (') = (aoi¢(°)~,~0 ~)x(')(~o%71(¢(°))-%~); x ~ H, i ~ ~. 
From (24) and from o~ i e CK(Hm)), we obtain 
(¢x¢-~) (i) = aoi[¢(°)x(°)(¢(°))-~]~j. (25) 
Since ¢(01 is in N~:(H(°)), the bracket in (25) is some y(0) in H ~°), and since H is 
a-constant we obtain 
(¢x¢-1)(i) = y(i); all i e 7/, 
which means ~xq~ 1 = y e H, so that ¢ is in NK~.(H ).
Conversely suppose that for all x e H there exists a y e H for which ¢x¢ -1 = y 
holds. Since H is e~-constant, this is equivalent to 
¢(1)%ix(°)a0~(¢(O)-i = %~y(°)aoi; all i~ ,  
which we write as 
(ao~¢(%~i) x(O)(%~(¢(t))-x~o~ ) = y(0). 
For i = 0 this shows that ¢(o) is in NK(H(°)). Next denote %~¢¢i)%i by ~(i) and 
apply Lemma A.1 of the Appendix. One obtains~ (i) = ~(0)o) i with ~o i e C~c(H(°)), 
which is identical to 
¢(i) =a~"¢(°)~,a:. I 
To obtain all very faithful H-operators ¢ of an H-code C with H an a-constant 
group, we thus have to find the solutions of the system 
~(i) = %i(x(0)%),¢(0); x (°) e H (°), 
(26) 
¢(~) = ao~¢(°)o~a0~; o,~ e CK(H(°)), 
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where ~(o) is any element of Nit(H(°)). From (26) we obtain 
0), = (~(0))-~(x(O)~o)' 4(0)~o ~, (27) 
and for any x {°) e H (°) and any 4 (0) e NK(H(°)), (27) gives an element 0) --= 
{0)i ] i e Z} of KL  Only those 0) that are in [C~c(H(°))] z are to be used in (26). 
THEOREM 9.3. Any 0) obtained from (27) is in [CK(H(°))] • if and only if 0)1 
is in Cx(H(°)). 
Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. Let us prove the "if" part. We obtain 
from (27) 
0)i = (0)IO~0)iCXoi; i ~ 77, 
which is equivalent to 
i--1 
0)i = I~  (CX080)1(XOS) ; i ~> 1, 
8=0 
J 
0)-, = 1-I (~o*0)~%'); j > 1. 
S=l 
(28) 
But % is in Nx(H(°)), so that it also normalizes CK(H ~°)) (see Lemma A.2 of the 
Appendix). Therefore all factors in the right members of (28) are in CK(H (°)) 
as soon as 0)1 is in CK(H(°)). | 
On the basis of the above developments we can obtain as follows all very 
faithful H-operators 4 of the H-code C, when H is a-constant. 
Step 1. To calculate NK(H ~°)) and CK(H(°I). 
Step 2. To obtain the solutions 4 (0) ~ Nx(H(°)), x (°) e H (°), 0) 1 e CK(H ~°)) of 
0)1 = (4(0))--1X(0)lX04(0)O~O 1" 
Step 3. To obtain from (26), the operators 4 that are associated to these 
solutions. 
Now consider, as an example, a proper convolutional (2, 1) code C over F ---- 
GF(q) (q >~ 3), generated by g(D) = [gl(D), g2(n)]. The polynomials gi(D) 
satisfy 
gi(D) = ~ ]3r(id)nJ; i = 1, 2, 
j=0 
where fi is a primitive element of GF(q), r(i,j) takes its values in Z t.) ¢0, and fi¢~ 
is zero. Obviously for m ~> 1, Aut(C) is restricted to {(%i)z [ 0 ~ i ~< q --  2}, 
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where % e K is representable by the 2 × 2 matrix [~0 ~]- Now suppose that 
r(1, 0), r(2, 0) and r(1, 1) are not oe. Then define 4 (0) ~ Ntc[(Aut(C)) (°)] as 
[Qo,  Ao,] 
and for s = r(1, 0 ) -  r(1, 1), consider the convolutional operator ¢ = ¢(¢(0) 
(%s)z) of C. Obviously g(D)¢ = [ffl(D), ff2(D)l satisfies 
,~I(D) = 1 + D + ~ fi*(1,~)D", 
j=2 
~2(D) = 1 + ~ fF(2'J)D j, 
j=2 
eft, j)  ~ z ~oo .  
Any (2, 1) code C over F for which r(1, 0), r(2, 0) and r(1, 1) are not m is thus 
KZ-equivalent to a code C with a generator matrix of type [ffl(D), ff2(D)]. 
10. KZ-F~QUIVALENCE OF REGULAR CODES 
In the sequel, K will denote the symmetric group S~ of order n! and degree n. 
Let then H be an c~-constant subgroup of order n of K ~, for which we ask that 
the action of H (°) on the n coordinates ofFn, should be the right regular epresen- 
tation R(Y/') (Hall, 1964) of some abstract group YC of order n. Such a group 
will be called a generalized regular group or GR-group. 
Let us first consider the properties of the permutation group H (°), acting on 
F n. Under the above hypotheses, the normalizer NK(H (°)) is called the holomorph 
of Yt °, (Hol(~,~)), and it is known (Curtis and Reiner, 1966) to be the semidireet 
product of R(Yt') and Aut(W): 
Hol(J(f) = R(o~) Aut(~). (29) 
As for the centralizer CIc(H (°)) of H (°) : R(Jf) it is knouaa to be the left regular 
representation L(J~) of Yd" (Hall, 1964). 
We illustrate these concepts by an example. Let ~ be the abstract symmetric 
group S~ of order 6 : 3[ that has two generators A and/x, related by 
For ease of representation, welabel in two different ways the six coordinates that 
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are permuted by H ~°~ = R(o~). The  first labeling is the usual one, by the elements 
of~g¢' ~ Sa,  and the second is by the integers f rom 0 to 5: 
First labeling: ~ A A 2 /z /z)t /xA ~ 
Second labeling: 0 1 2 3 3 5. 
The  right regular action of the element/z~A~of Yf  on the content of the coordinate 
labeled by v is to move it to the coordinate labeled by ~/~A~. By use of these two 
labelings we can represent hese actions of permutat ion as in Table I. For the 
TABLE I 
Representation of H ~°~ = R(S~) 
R(ge) = H{o~ 
First labeling Second labeling 
(~)(A)(A2)(~)(/zA)(~A 2) (0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) 
A (~, A, A2)(~, ~A, ~A ~) (0, 1, 2)(3, 4, 5) 
a ~ (~, A S, a)(~,/za e, ~a) (0, 2, 1)(3, 5, 4) 
i. (I],/.)(A,/,,~=)(~.=,/.a) (0, 3)(1, 5)(2, 4) 
/.a ({, ~.Z)(a,/.)(2 2, ~.a =) (0, 4)(1, 3)(2, 5) 
~a ~ (~, ~a~)(A,/zA)(a 2, ~) (0, 5)(1, 4)(2, 3) 
particular case W = Sa,  we now also give the group Aut(o~). First we give its 
elements through their action on the generators A and /~, and thereafter as 
permutat ions of the coordinates contents. (cf. Table I I) .  The  construction of 
TABLE II 
Representation of Aut(Y~) for #d' = Sa 
Aut(d/E) 
(a, , )  -+ 
Aut(Yg') as permutation group 
First labeling Second labeling 
(A, ~) (~)(A)(A2)(~)(~;~)(t~ 2) (0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) 
(h, ~A) (~)(A)()t~)(~, A, ~2) (0)(1)(2)(3, 4, 5) 
(A, ~h 2) (~)(A)(A2)(~, ~t 2, ~;~) (0)(1)(2)(3, 5, 4) 
(A 2, i,) (~)(h, A~)(~)(I~A, ~)  (0)(1, 2)(3)(4, 5) 
(A 2, ~A) (~)(A, A2)(~,/~)(/z~ ~) (0)(1, 2)(3, 4)(5) 
(A ~,/z~ ) (~)(A, A2)(~, ~t~)(~a) (0)(1, 2)(3, 5)(4) 
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Ns6(H~O) ) = Itol(Sz) then directly follows from (29). Finally we obtain 
Cs,(H (°~) = L(Sz). This centralizer is given in Table I I I .  
Let us now again consider the general case where H is ~-constant (and thus 
finite) and H ~°) is R (~)  for some abstract group aY'. For A = FH, we define 
A(D) as in the Introduction. With these hypotheses, an H-code can be defined 
to be an ideal of A(D) (Delsarte and Piret, 1977; Piret, 1976) that is generated by 
some polynomials of A(D). From the same references, it appears that the 
convolutional code C is a minimal ideal of A(D) if and only if C = v(D) A(D) 
TABLE III 
Representation of Cs6(H~°l ) = L(Nf) for ~ = Sz 
Css(H~°' ) = L(~f) 
d/g ' First labeling Second labeling 
"~ (~) (h)(A2)(tz)(/z.~)(/z)t 2) (0)(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) 
~. (11, A, az)(/z, p.12,/,~) (0, I, 2)(3, 5, 4) 
)t z (~, a 2, A)(/z, tza, tza 2) (0, 2, 1)(3, 4, 5) 
t* ('1], g.)(a, ua)(h 2, p.~.~) (0, 3)(1, 4)(2, 5) 
g.2t ('l], p.h)()t, p..a.2)(a 2, p.) (0, 4)(1, 5)(2, 3) 
t,~. ~ ('1], ~h~)(a, tz)(a ~,/,h) (0, 5)(1, 3)(2, 4) 
holds for some polynomial v(D) = Z,~=o ~-i(aiv)o~iD ~, (% ai ~ A, a 0 = 1), of 
A(D) such that vA is a minimal ideal of A. 
Given such an H-code C and a faithful H-operator q~ on C, (D~D-lq~ -1 ~ H), 
it can then be shown from Corollary 8.5 that H * = ~- IH~ is also a GR-group 
that leaves C~ invariant (Piret, 1976, section VI I I ) .  It follows that Cq~ is then an 
ideal in A~(D) (A* ----- FHe), and this ideal is minimal if and only if C is a minimal 
ideal in A. 
We now apply these notions to the above example where H (°) is R(S3). The 
number  of different GR-groups H with given H ~°) is equal to 1 Aut(H(°))], 
which is six in the case H (°) = R(S3). These six automorphisms are all inner 
automorphisms of H (°) so that the six GR-groups based on S 3 can be indexed 
by the elements % of H (°): 
H~o = {x ~ (H(°)) ~ [ x (~+~) = ~x(~)c%, i ~ Z}. 
Now consider the group H~ = {v z ] v ~ H (°)} and define ¢~ by (13) for ~(0) = 
and x = vz: 
~ = ~v(~, ~). 
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We directly obtain 
4,;-1H~¢. = g . ,  
which means that when H (°) ~ R(S3) holds, all GR-groups H~ with H~ °) 
R(Sa) are equivalent: For any eonvolutional H~-code C~ (v e H(°)), there exists 
some convolutional H~-code C, that is equal to Cu¢; 1. The enumeration of 
nonequivalent H,-codes is thus nothing but the enumeration of nonequivalent 
H,-eodes. 
We shall consider only the case F = GF(2) and shall denote the algebra FH~ 
by A. This algebra A contains three minimal (nonnilpotent) right ideals of 
dimension 2, the sum of which is not direct: These ideals are generated by the 
idempotents 
e 1 = 1 + t 2 -}-/~A ~-/~A 2, 
e 2 -~ 1 @A@/~A-]-/zA 2, 
e a= 1 @A 2-}-/z+/~A 2,
where/~iM is written in place of (/ziAi) z. The form of H~-normal sequences 
whose initial word is ei (1 ~< i ~< 3) is checked to be 
g(D) = ~ Ab(~)e~Di; b(0) = 0, (30) 
5=0 
where ei is any of the above idempotents and A stands for A z, and where b(j) = 
means that the coefficient of DJ is zero. We remark that the three ideals Arei~I 
(0 ~ r ~ 2) are, for given i, a reordering of the three ideals ejA (1 ~ j ~ 3). 
H,-normal sequences are canonical generators for H~-codes (cf. Section 2). 
We now divide the H~-codes generated by the normal sequences (30) into three 
classes on the basis of which ei (1 ~ i ~ 3) is used in (30). 
THEOREM 10.1. Any of these three classes of codes is K~-equivalent to each of 
the other two. 
Proof. Define 4r = Cr(q V°), ~z), (12), for r = 2, 3, by ¢~o) = (0, 1, 2) and 
4~o) = (3, 4, 5) that are elements of Ns~(H~°)). It is easy to check that a sequence 
g(D), (30), with e i = e 1 is transformed into a similar sequence, but with ei = er 
by use of the very faithful H~-operator ¢~. | 
We are led to search for sequences 
g(D) = ~ ?t~J)eD~; b(0) = 0, e = el,  (31) 
j=0 
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that generate nonequivalent codes, and such a g(D) is specified by the (m ~- 1)- 
tuple b = [b(0),..., b(j),..., b(m)]. 
THEOREM 10.2. The (m + 1)-tuples b and 2b specify equivalent H~-codes. 
Proof. The operator q~ =- 4((0, 2)(4, 5), ~ e) is a very faithful one (~- IH~ = 
H~), and we check that ifg(D) is specified by b, then g(D)q~ is specified by 2b. | 
It  then appears that there exists no other independent operator of K ~ that 
keeps unchanged the set of initial words ofg(D) A(D) but transforms g(D) A(D) 
into a different ideal of A(D). However, beyond operators ~ there is another 
equivalence between H~-codes. This is based on the fact that H~ is an a-constant 
group for c~ = ~ ~. From g(D), (31), define indeed ~(D) by 
~(D) : ~ A~I~-J~eD j 
j=0 
and write it as 
~(D) = ~ A~IJYDJ; [~(m) = O. 
j=0 
Because H~ is { Z-constant, ~(D) is still H-~normal and ~(D) A(D) is a convolu- 
tional code with the same "weight distribution" (Viterbi, 1972). In particular, 
both g(D) A(D) have the same free distance d e . 
In general, however, ~(D) does not satisfy/~(0) = 0. In this case we apply to 
~(D) one of the two very faithful operators 
~1 = ,h((1, 2)(3, 5), ~) ,  
~}2 = q,~((o, 1)(3, 4), .~z), 
whose action on the exponents/~(i) e {0, I, 2, oo} is 
¢1: (0, ~)(2)(oo), 
~:  (0, 2)0)(00). 
As an example consider the H~-code C specified by b = [0, 1, 2, 2]. By applica- 
tion of Theorem 10.2, the H~-code specified by 2b = [0, 2, 1, 1] is equivalent 
to it and thus has the same free distance. By application of the above remark, 
the H~-code ~ specified by ~ = [2, 2, 1, 0] has the same free distance as C. By 
application of ~ to ~ we then obtain a code C N specified by b~r = [0, 0, 1, 2]. 
This final b~. satisfies bN(0) = 0. The corresponding ~r(D) thus has the form 
(31) and it generates a code C N that has the same free distance as both C and C. 
Finally, from Theorem 10.2, it still follows that the code specified by 2bN = 
[0, 0, 2, 1] has the same free distance as C, C, and C N . 
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By use of the above properties we now l ist(Table IV) the (m + 1)-tuple b of 
all "best"  nonequivalent binary (6, 2) H~-codes for m ~< 4. The criterion of 
goodness is the free distance df (Viterbi, 1971), and in the last column of the 
table we also mention the Griesmer upper bound d~ on dr,  which is valuable 
for general codes with the same values of n, k, and m (cf. Layland and McEliece). 
As another application, the reader may check that the equivalences between 
cyclic (7, 3) binary convolutional codes described elsewhere (Piret, 1975) can 
be obtained as an application of the present section to the case where the abstract 
group d/d (s.t. H c°) ---- R(a~) holds) is the cyclic group of order 7. 
TABLE IV 
The Best Binary H~-Codes 
b a~ a~ 
1 [0, l] 8 8 
2 [0, 0, 1] 12 12 
[0, 1, 0l 12 12 
3 [0, 0, 1, 0] 14 16 
[0, o, 1, 2] 14 16 
[0, 1, O, 2] 14 16 
[0, 1, 2, 0] 14 16 
4 [0, 1, 0, 0, I] 18 18 
[0, 1, 1,0, 2] 18 18 
[0, 1, 1, 2, O] 18 18 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix H is a subgroup of a given group K. NK(H) and CK(H ) 
denote its normalizer and its centralizer in K, respectively. 
LEMMA A.1. Let ~bl , ~b 2~ NK(H) be such that for all h ~ H, ~lh$~ 1 ~- $2h~ a 
holds. Then ~b 1 = ~h2~o holds for some oJ ~ CK(H). 
Proof. From ~blh~bi -1= ~b2h~b~ -a, all h ~ H, we obtain 
(~;~1)  h (¢~%)  = h, all h c H. 
Therefore ~b~-l~bl = ~o is in CK(H). | 
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LEMMA A.2. The normalizer NK(H) is contained in NK[CK(H)]. 
Proof. For oJ ~ CK(H ) and ~ ~ NK(H) we shall prove that ~-1~o~ is in C~c(H), 
which means that/~ = (¢-lw¢)-~h(~-loJ¢) is equal to h for all h ~ H. We can 
write 
_-  ¢ -~o~-~(¢h¢-~)  ,o¢, 
where Ch~ -1 ~ H commutes with oa ~ CK(H ). Therefore/~ = h holds. | 
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